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MANAGING INTERACTIONS WITH DATA HAVING
MEMBERSHIP IN MULTIPLE GROUPINGS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims priority to U.S. Application Serial No. 13/726,837, filed

on December 26, 2012, incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

This description relates to managing interactions with data having membership in

multiple groupings.

Data in a storage device is typically organized according to a file system. A file

system typically organizes data (e.g., files) in a hierarchy of directories that can each

contain a group of files and/or other directories. The hierarchy of directories can be

navigated using a path that implicitly or explicitly identifies a starting location and

identifies one or more files and/or directories relative to the starting location.

A file system hierarchy can be represented as a tree of nodes, where a directory is

a node with a branch for each item in the directory and a file is a leaf node. A branch

between a node and its child represents a "contained in" relationship between the nodes.

A path can include expressions including wildcards that filter a set of selected nodes.

SUMMARY

In one aspect, in general, a method for managing, through a view of an interface

provided on a display, interactions with data stored in a data storage system includes:

receiving information specifying multiple data elements and multiple groupings of related

data elements, wherein at least one of the data elements is a member of multiple of the

groupings; rendering a view that includes tokens representing respective data elements, at

least some tokens including a selectable indicator including portions that indicate

membership of the data element represented by that token in each of multiple groupings

of related data elements; receiving a first selection of a portion of one of the selectable

indicators corresponding to a first selected grouping of related data elements; and in

response to the first selection, rendering in the view tokens representing one or more

other members of the first selected grouping of related data elements.



Aspects can include one or more of the following features.

At least one of the groupings of related data elements is a hierarchical grouping of

elements that are related according to a hierarchy.

Different portions of the selectable indicator that indicate membership in different

groupings correspond to different data elements that have a parent relationship to the data

element represented by that token.

The method further includes: receiving a second selection of a portion of one of

the selectable indicators corresponding to a second selected grouping of related data

elements; and in response to the second selection, rendering in the view tokens

representing one or more other members of the second selected grouping of related data

elements.

The method further includes, in response to the second selection, increasing a

visual prominence of the second selected grouping relative to the first selected grouping.

Increasing a visual prominence of the second selected grouping relative to the first

selected grouping includes rotating the first selected grouping on the display such that the

second selected grouping can be shown in a specific orientation on the display, the

specific orientation being vertical or substantially vertical for example.

The selected groupings are rendered as a chain of tokens and the method includes

rotating the rendered chains corresponding to the first selected grouping and the second

selected grouping on the display such that the chain corresponding to the second

grouping is shown in a specific orientation on the display, whereby the most recently

selected grouping is shown in the specific orientation on the display.

In response to a further selection of a section of the first or second selected

grouping the method further includes collapsing the grouping so that the tokens for the

other members of the grouping are no longer displayed.

The method further includes receiving a user selection of a token and

automatically reorienting the first and second groupings to display them relative to the

selected token.

The method further includes arranging tokens representing data elements of the

first selected grouping to be shown in a specific orientation on the display, arranging

tokens representing data elements of the second selected grouping to be shown in the



same specific orientation on the display, connecting tokens of the first selected grouping

with a first line, and connecting tokens of the second selected grouping with a second

line, with the first and second lines crossing through a token representing a data element

in both the first and second selected groupings. The specific orientation may be vertical

or substantially vertical for example.

The method further includes, in response to receiving input through the interface,

changing one or more members of the first selected grouping of related data elements.

Changing one or more members includes one or more of: adding a data element to

the first selected grouping, removing a data element from the first selected grouping, or

moving or copying one or more data elements between the first selected grouping and

another grouping of related data elements.

The selectable indicator of each token includes a sectioned shape, with different

sections indicating membership of the data element represented by that token in different

groupings of related data elements.

The sectioned shape is a sectioned ring.

The other members of the first selected grouping rendered in the view extend

along a line aligned with sections of the shape indicating the first selected grouping.

The shape is dynamically divided into a number of sections that indicate the

number of groupings of which the data element is a member.

Opposite sections of the sectioned shape indicate the same grouping of related

data elements.

One or more sections rendered differently than each of the other sections indicate

a grouping of which the data element is a parent data element.

In another aspect, in general, software is stored on a computer-readable medium,

for managing, through an interface provided on a display, interactions with data stored in

a data storage system. The software includes instructions for causing a computing system

to: receive information specifying multiple data elements and multiple groupings of

related data elements, wherein at least one of the data elements is a member of multiple

of the groupings; render a view that includes tokens representing respective data

elements, at least some tokens including a selectable indicator including portions that

indicate membership of the data element represented by that token in each of multiple



groupings of related data elements; receive a first selection of a portion of one of the

selectable indicators corresponding to a first selected grouping of related data elements;

and in response to the first selection, render in the view tokens representing one or more

other members of the first selected grouping of related data elements.

In another aspect, in general, a computing system for managing interactions with

data, through an interface provided on a display, includes: a data storage system storing

data; and at least one processor configured to manage interactions with data stored in the

data storage system. The processing includes: receiving information specifying multiple

data elements and multiple groupings of related data elements, wherein at least one of the

data elements is a member of multiple of the groupings; rendering a view that includes

tokens representing respective data elements, at least some tokens including a selectable

indicator including portions that indicate membership of the data element represented by

that token in each of multiple groupings of related data elements; receiving a first

selection of a portion of one of the selectable indicators corresponding to a first selected

grouping of related data elements; and in response to the first selection, rendering in the

view tokens representing one or more other members of the first selected grouping of

related data elements.

In another aspect, in general, a computing system for managing interactions with

data, through an interface provided on a display, includes: means for storing data; and

means for manage interactions with data stored in the data storage system. The managing

includes: receiving information specifying multiple data elements and multiple groupings

of related data elements, wherein at least one of the data elements is a member of

multiple of the groupings; rendering a view that includes tokens representing respective

data elements, at least some tokens including a selectable indicator including portions

that indicate membership of the data element represented by that token in each of

multiple groupings of related data elements; receiving a first selection of a portion of one

of the selectable indicators corresponding to a first selected grouping of related data

elements; and in response to the first selection, rendering in the view tokens representing

one or more other members of the first selected grouping of related data elements.

Aspects can include one or more of the following advantages.



The techniques described herein enable users to see different contexts and

groupings in which an element of data or information exists. The user interface can

display multiple groupings simultaneously, allowing the user to have a more complete

understand of the hierarchies and relationships between an element of data and other

information. The user can also modify the contexts and related groupings of information

more easily and accurately.

Other features and advantages of the invention will become apparent from the

following description, and from the claims.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a data management system.

FIG. 2A is a schematic diagram of a chain of tokens.

FIG. 2B is a schematic diagram of a token with a selectable indicator.

FIGS. 3A-3D, 4 are schematic diagrams of intersecting chains of tokens.

FIGS. 5A-5F are schematic diagrams of a token expanded into different chains of

tokens.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of an example of a procedure for managing interactions.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 shows an example of a data management system 100. The system 100

includes a data storage system 102 that stores data organized as data elements that are

potentially in multiple groupings of related data elements. The data storage system 102

stores data elements and information defining the groupings and relationships between

data elements in the groupings. A data element may be stored in any of a variety of data

representations. For example, a data element can include a file or folder in a file system

or data structures such as objects in a database, and may include text (e.g., text with

relationships defined using hyperlinks), executable code or program specifications,

multimedia data (e.g., images or video), or combinations of any of these. Thus, a "data

element" can generally be considered to be any data that is an identifiable piece of

information that is related to other identifiable pieces of information in a grouping, and/or

contains other identifiable pieces of information in a grouping, regardless of how those

pieces of information are stored or what their content represents. If the grouping is



represented as a graph (e.g., a graph with nodes and links between nodes representing

relationships), the data elements may correspond to nodes in that graph.

The groupings can include hierarchical groupings in which the data elements are

related according to a hierarchy. For example, a data element may represent a category,

and there may be multiple data elements within that category. A data element within a

category may represent a subcategory, and there may be multiple data elements within

that subcategory. A data element may be categorized in multiple ways depending on

what the data element represents and/or the contents of the data element (e.g., a data

element that represents an animal may be categorized by species and by size; a data

element that contains a news article may be categorized by subject matter, by geography,

and by date).

A particular data element may be included in multiple groupings, and may have a

particular position within each grouping. Generally, a data element has a position within

each grouping that corresponds to its relationships with other data elements in that

grouping. For example, in a grouping that is an ordered set, a data element has a position

based on a sort order for an attribute of each data element. For a grouping that is a

hierarchy, a data element is at a particular level of the hierarchy, depending on what data

elements have parent or child relationships to that data element. For example, for a

hierarchical grouping that corresponds to storage location in a file system, a data element

may have a position determined by a parent relationship to its containing directory or

folder. Sibling data elements having the same parent data element can also be ordered

within a level of the hierarchy based on their attributes. Some relationships between data

elements may be determined based on user input (e.g., a news editor may determine the

categories and subcategories associated with a data element representing a news article).

Some relationships may be computed dynamically with changes occurring in the

categorization based on ongoing interaction with the data elements (e.g., membership in

categories such as most recent articles, or most read articles). Some relationships may be

determined based on predetermined attributes (e.g., a text message sent from a mobile

communications device could be categorized by time sent, geographic region derived

from the GPS coordinates of the sending device, and presence of certain key words in the

message).



The data storage system 102 provides processes executing in a computing

environment 104 of a computing system or device access to data stored in a storage

medium 106. The data storage system 102 may be local to the computing system or

device (e.g., an internal hard drive), or the data storage system 102 may be external to the

computing system or device (e.g., a remote storage device or server). The computing

environment 104 includes an operating environment 108 (e.g., an operating system) that

accesses the data in the data storage system 102 and a user interface (UI) module 110 that

provides a user interface 112 (e.g., a graphical view on a display arranged for receiving

input from one or more input devices) that enables a user 114 to interact with the data

elements. The UI module 110 arranges visual indicators in a graphical view that indicate

membership of data elements in potentially multiple groupings. The user 114 is able to

select different portions of the visual indicator to view a data element in the context of

any particular grouping or in the context of multiple groupings simultaneously. The UI

module 110 also enables the user 114 to modify the groupings, add new data elements to

the groupings, remove data elements from the groupings, and create new groupings. In

some implementations, data elements are assigned permissions that restrict some sets of

users from seeing or altering data elements and/or relationships between data elements.

The computing environment 104 may be hosted on one or more computers, and

the operating environment 108 can include a local operating system, or a multiple -node

parallel computing environment hosted by a configuration of computer systems using

multiple central processing units (CPUs), either local (e.g., multiprocessor systems such

as SMP computers), or locally distributed (e.g., multiple processors coupled as clusters or

MPPs), or remote, or remotely distributed (e.g., multiple processors coupled via a local

area network (LAN) and/or wide-area network (WAN)), or any combination thereof.

The operating environment 108 enables the UI module 110 to communicate with

the data storage system 102 to receive information identifying data elements stored in the

data storage system 102 and update a graphical view on a display based on user

interaction. A "token" within the graphical view is a graphical representation of a

particular data element or a particular grouping of other data elements, which permits

information related to that data element or grouping of data elements to be displayed to a

user. For example, referring to FIG. 2A, a graphical view rendered by the UI module 110



displays tokens (200A-200E) representing related data elements chosen by a user (e.g.,

by following a hyperlink from some other data element or from another system, by

navigating hierarchical relationships, or by initiating a search that results in the data

elements). In FIG. 2A, some tokens (200A-200C, 200E) are displayed in a collapsed

form that shows each token along with brief summary information 202 (e.g., values of a

one or more identifying attributes such as title, author, etc.). One token 200D is

displayed in an expanded form that displays content of the data element represented by

the token (e.g., text 204 and image 206 associated with a document) in an extended

graphical element 208 in proximity to the token or associated with the token (e.g., in a

scrollable window visually associated with the token). A user interface element 210

associated with the tokens enables a user to select whether to view the token in expanded

or collapsed form.

The UI module 110 indicates relationships among the data elements by displaying

graphical associations among the corresponding tokens. One way in which the

relationships are indicated is by displaying tokens aligned along a particular direction

and/or connected by a line 212 to illustrate a particular relationship among the data

elements that they represent. One type of relationship that can be illustrated for a

hierarchical grouping is based on parent-child relationships, where data elements that are

siblings have a child relationship to a common parent data element. For example, in

FIG. 2A, multiple child data elements contained in the same parent data element are

rendered as a chain of tokens, with a token 200A at the head end of the chain representing

the parent data element, and the child data elements, which are siblings of each other,

with tokens 200B-200E linked one after the other ordered according to a particular sorted

order (or in an arbitrary order).

The UI module 110 enables a user to navigate among data elements by interacting

with selectable indicators on the tokens. Referring to FIG. 2B, a token 200F includes a

selectable indicator that indicates to a user how many groupings of related data elements

exist for the data element represented by that token 200F. The selectable indicator

includes different individually selectable portions 214A/B, 216A/B, 218A that indicate

membership of the data element represented by that token in each of multiple groupings.

In this example, the selectable portions include pairs of opposing sections of a ring. A



first pair of opposing sections 214A and 214B indicates membership in a first grouping

(with a first parent data element), and a second pair of opposing sections 216A and 216B

indicates membership in a second grouping (with a second parent data element). An

unpaired section 218A with a blank space 218B where the opposing section would have

been and curving outward away from the center of the ring is distinguished from the

other sections to indicate a potential grouping of which the data element of that token

200F is the parent. The appearance of the section can indicate whether or not there are

any child data elements in that potential grouping. The unpaired section 220 of the

selectable indicator of token 200A is solid to indicate that its data element does have one

or more child data elements (whose tokens are visible in this example). The unpaired

section 222 of the selectable indicator of token 200B is also solid to indicate that its data

element does have one or more child data elements (whose tokens are not visible in this

example). The unpaired sections of the selectable indicators of tokens 200C-200E are not

solid indicating that the corresponding data elements do not have any child data elements.

In alternative embodiments, other sectioned shapes can be used instead of a sectioned

ring (e.g., a square or other polygon).

The selectable portions also enable the user to expand or collapse particular

groupings (e.g., by selecting one of the sections to initiate either action). An expand

action or collapse action initiated by a user displays or removes from display,

respectively, tokens for related data elements in the selected grouping. When a collapsed

grouping is expanded to show related data elements, the UI module 110 requests

information about the related data elements from the data storage system 102. For

example, if a section representing a hierarchical grouping is selected for expansion, the

data storage system 102 returns the parent data element within that selected grouping and

the data elements that are siblings to the current data element with respect to that parent

data element. The UI module 110 can render a token for each data element returned.

Information about the data elements and the groupings from the data storage system 102

can also be stored locally in the computing environment 103 (e.g., in a cache), such that

the UI module 110 is not required to request information from the data storage system

102 for every interaction within the user interface 112.



Groupings that are expanded can be rendered in a variety of ways. Referring to

FIG. 3A, token 200F is rendered at an intersection between two chains: a first chain

including tokens 200F-200I (and other tokens not shown), and a second chain including

tokens 200F, 200J-200K (and other tokens not shown). The data element represented by

token 200F has a parent data element represented by a token 200G at the head of the first

chain, and a parent data element represented by a token (not shown) at the head of the

second chain. Alternatively, in some implementations, the parent data element of each

chain is not displayed as a token at the head of the chain, but is instead implicitly

indicated (e.g., by color or some other visual attribute) or displayed at a different

location. The other tokens in the expanded chains representing the groupings of data

element X can be displayed in a particular order associated with each grouping. In the

example of FIG. 3A, the line 300 connecting the first chain is vertical to be aligned with

the first pair of sections 214A/B, and the line 302 connecting the second chain is at an

angle to be aligned with the second pair of sections 216A/B. In some implementations,

the UI module 110 rotates the selectable indicators and any already expanded chains such

that the most recently expanded chain is shown in a specific orientation within the

graphical view (e.g., vertical).

In some cases, such as for groupings expanded from multiple tokens, it is useful

to render the lines for each of the groupings to preserve alignment with the sections of the

indicators while also making more efficient use of screen space. Various techniques can

be used to schematically arrange the lines extending from tokens at the intersection of

two or more chains, such as in the network diagrams used for some subway maps (e.g., as

popularized by Henry Charles Beck's London Underground Tube map, which was based

on techniques for electrical circuit diagrams). FIG. 3B shows an example in which a

curved line 304 connecting the second chain includes a portion that is aligned with the

second pair of sections 216A/B and portions on either side of token 3OOF that curve into

horizontal lines to render the other tokens 200J and 200K perpendicular to token 3OOF

(e.g., to make more efficient use of screen space in the graphical view). FIG. 3C shows

an example that includes two additional chains: a curved line 306 connecting a third

chain that includes tokens 200L (at the head), 200M, and 200N; and a curved line 308

connecting a fourth chain that includes tokens 200N (at he head), 200O, and 200P. In



this example, there are two data elements that are both members of two particular

groupings, so their respective tokens 200O and 200P are show as connected to two

different chains - the chain connected by the line 300 and the chain connected by the line

308. For example, if some of the data elements represent articles, the tokens connected

by the line 300 may represent articles sharing a first attribute (e.g., date) within a "folder"

represented by token 200G, and the tokens connected by the line 308 may represent

articles sharing a second attribute (e.g., topic) within a "folder" represented by token

200N.

In some implementations, the data storage system 102 sends the UI module 110

information (with or without an explicit request from the UI module 110 or the operating

environment 108) about changes to data elements, enabling the graphical view to be

dynamically updated. For example, the UI module 110 can add or remove tokens for

data elements that are added or removed, or can update a selectable indicator to indicate a

different number of groupings if the number of groupings that contain the current data

element changes. For example, the UI module 110 can indicate membership of the

element in additional groupings by dividing the ring into more sections as the element is

placed into more groupings.

The UI module 110 can provide UI elements for a user to create new data

elements, edit existing data elements (e.g., changing its content), or change the

relationships between data elements (e.g., adding or removing a data element to or from a

grouping under a parent containing data element, or altering the order of data elements

within a grouping). Permissions can be configured to restrict some of these activities,

and the UI module 110 can graphically indicate these restrictions in any of a number of

ways. For example, a data element with content that cannot be altered by a user may be

displayed to that user in a particular color scheme or with certain user interface elements

disabled or missing.

Referring to FIG. 4, a portion of a graphical view shows a central token 400 for a

currently selected token, with five expanded groupings in which the corresponding data

element is a member. Various techniques can be used to visually indicate which token is

currently selected, and which grouping was most recently expanded or selected. In some

implementations, a more recently selected grouping is shown in a particular orientation



(e.g., vertical) or shown with greater prominence, for example, in larger font, with

different colors, highlighting, or overlapping tokens of the grouping on top of tokens of

previous groupings. In some implementations, the prominence of the less recently

selected groupings is lowered. For example, the text can be dimmed or grayed, or the

other tokens in the grouping can be extended in radial directions further away from the

central token 400 to create more space for tokens of the more recently selected grouping.

The UI module 110 can also allow a user to alter the layout of the tokens or chains. For

example, a user may be allowed to rotate the chains shown around a token, or raise or

lower prominence the display of groupings within the view.

The sections of the selectable indicator can also be visually distinguished (e.g.,

grayed or shown in a lighter shade) to indicate other aspects of a data element with

respect to different groupings. For a data element that is last in an order among data

elements in a grouping, one of the sections at the end of the chain representing that

grouping can be grayed or shown in a lighter shade than the opposite section. For

example, the pair 404A/B including the solid top section 404A and the lighter shade

bottom section 404B of the selectable indicator of the central token 400 indicates that the

corresponding data element of the token 400 is last in the grouping represented by that

pair 404A/B aligned with the vertical token chain. For the central token 400 this position

of the data element is also evident since the vertical token chain is expanded and the

token 400 occurs at the end of the chain. The selectable indicator of the token 406 also

includes a pair 408A/B with one solid section 408A and one lighter shade section 408B,

indicating that the corresponding data element is last in the grouping represented by that

pair 408A/B, which is currently collapsed. The pairs of sections aligned with the vertical

chain can also share visual attributes with each other, such as color.

In this example, the token 410 at the head of the vertical chain represents a parent

data element of each of the data elements represented by the other tokens in the chain,

which have a sibling relationship to each other. As described above with respect to

FIG. A, in addition to the parent token 410 being at the head of the chain, its selectable

indicator is distinguished from the others in the vertical chain to visually represent that

the token 410 represents the parent data element. In particular, the top section is blank

and the unpaired bottom section has an inverted curvature. In this example, other tokens



include selectable indicators with an unpaired inverted section shaded to indicate whether

or not the corresponding data element has children data elements. The darker shading

indicates that the corresponding data element is the parent of at least one child data

element, as in token 412 (in a grouping that is currently collapsed). The lighter shading

indicates that the corresponding data element does not have any child data elements, as in

token 414.

The selectable indicator of the central token 400 includes 5 paired sections,

indicating membership of the corresponding data element in 5 different groupings.

Selection of a section brings the corresponding grouping into focus, for example, by

expanding the chain of tokens for related data elements (if not already expanded) and

rotating the chain to the vertical orientation. In the example of FIG. 4, all 5 groupings are

expanded, with tokens extending in the radial direction, aligned with the respective pairs

of sections on the selectable indicator of token 400. Selection of a section for an already

expanded grouping can also collapse the grouping so that the tokens for the other

members of the grouping are no longer displayed. In some implementations, various UI

interactions can enable different changes to the graphical view. For example, clicking on

a portion of an expanded grouping and rotating it to the top of the view can bring the

selected grouping into focus, while clicking on a portion of an expanded grouping and

dragging toward the central token 400 can collapse the selected grouping.

Each of the tokens shown in the groupings also have respective selectable

indicators shown. A user can select any token shown in the graphical view to bring the

selected token into focus, for example, bringing the selected token to the center of the

view and enlarging the selected token. The expanded groupings can be automatically

reoriented to be shown relative to the newly selected central token. The user can then

select portions of the selectable indicator of the newly selected token to expand any of the

groupings of which the data element of the newly selected token is a member. The

previously expanded groupings can still be shown relative to the newly selected token

when appropriate, or relative to the previously selected token when the newly selected

token is not a member of such groupings. The user interface can include a user control

element that enables all unrelated groupings to close to focus on the newly selected

token. Interaction with the user interface can also enable data elements to be added to



groupings, removed from groupings, moved from one grouping to another grouping, and

reordered within groupings. Groupings can also be added, removed, and moved to

change hierarchy structures.

FIGS. 5A-5F show views of alternative arrangements of chains of tokens. In FIG.

5A, a token 500 is in a chain of tokens extending above and below the token 500,

corresponding to a first grouping. In FIG. 5B, the token 500 is in a different chain of

tokens extending above and below the token 500, corresponding to a second grouping. In

these examples, instead of always rotating the selectable indicators to align the particular

pair of sections corresponding to the expanded grouping, a line connecting the selectable

indicators of neighboring tokens is slanted if necessary to connect to the appropriate

sections. Additionally, while there is a regular token 502 with its own selectable

indicator at the head end of the chain representing the first grouping, there is a token 504

with a title but no selectable indicator at the head end of the chain representing the second

grouping. Thus, as shown for this second grouping, some tokens (e.g., tokens

representing a parent data element) may not include a selectable indicator.

FIG. 5C shows a view in which both the first and second groupings are shown in

expanded form at the same time, with the corresponding chains of tokens being arranged

on either side of the common token 500 such that the tokens of both groupings are

arranged to be shown in a specific orientation on the display. For example, both

groupings have vertically aligned tokens, and both groupings are connected by lines that

curve to connect the tokens arranged to fit within the limited space available within a

display area and cross through the common token 500. In some implementations, the UI

module 110 renders such a view using a multi-phase rendering process in which the

positioning of the tokens is a primary consideration and the formation of the paths

between the tokens is a secondary consideration. For example, when a user interacts with

a selectable indicator on a token for a data element in a first expanded grouping (e.g.,

token 500 in FIG. 5A) to expand a chain of tokens for a second grouping (e.g., as in FIG.

5C), the computation of the positions of the tokens of the two groupings is performed in a

first phase, and the computation of the lines between tokens that form the paths of the

two chains of tokens (i.e., between the selectable portions of the tokens) is performed in a

second phase. The tokens may be positioned in an arrangement that fits within the



available space, and the (potentially curved or angled) routes of the lines connecting the

appropriate selectable indicators are computed based on that arrangement. In such a

multi-phase rendering process, the positioning of the tokens determines the paths of the

connecting lines rather than the connecting lines determining the positions the tokens.

Such arrangements of tokens that have lines intersecting at a common token

representing a data element in both expanded groupings may have other types of

selectable indicators. For example, instead of a circular selectable indicator, the

selectable indicator can have sections displayed as line segments extending

perpendicularly from the line connecting the tokens. FIG. 5D shows such an

arrangement corresponding to the grouping of FIG. 5A, and FIG. 5E shows such an

arrangement corresponding to the grouping of FIG. 5B. FIG. 5F shows the arrangement

with both groupings expanded at the same time, corresponding to the arrangement of

FIG. 5C.

FIG. 6 shows a flowchart for an exemplary procedure 600 for the UI module 110

to manage interactions. The UI module 110 is in a state 602 in which it is responsive to

input, either from the user 114 over the user interface 112, or from the operating

environment 108. When generating a graphical view on a display, the UI module 110

receives (604) information specifying multiple data elements and multiple groupings of

related data elements. The UI module renders (606) a view that includes tokens

representing respective data elements. In some cases, a data element is a member of

multiple of the groupings, and the token representing that data element includes a

selectable indicator including portions that indicate membership of the data element

represented by that token in each of multiple groupings of related data elements. From

the responsive state 602, the UI module 110 may receive (608) a selection of a portion of

one of the selectable indicators corresponding to a particular selected grouping of related

data elements. In response to that selection, the UI module 110 renders (610) in the view

tokens representing one or more other members of that particular selected grouping of

related data elements.

The techniques approach described above can be implemented using a computing

system executing suitable software. For example, the software may include procedures in

one or more computer programs that execute on one or more programmed or



programmable computing system (which may be of various architectures such as

distributed, client/server, or grid) each including at least one processor, at least one data

storage system (including volatile and/or non-volatile memory and/or storage elements),

at least one user interface (for receiving input using at least one input device or port, and

for providing output using at least one output device or port). The software may include

one or more modules of a larger program, for example, that provides services related to

the design, configuration, and execution of dataflow graphs. The modules of the program

(e.g., elements of a dataflow graph) can be implemented as data structures or other

organized data conforming to a data model stored in a data repository.

The software may be provided on a tangible, non-transitory medium, such as a

CD-ROM or other computer-readable medium (e.g., readable by a general or special

purpose computing system or device), or delivered (e.g., encoded in a propagated signal)

over a communication medium of a network to a tangible, non-transitory medium of a

computing system where it is executed. Some or all of the processing may be performed

on a special purpose computer, or using special-purpose hardware, such as coprocessors

or field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) or dedicated, application-specific integrated

circuits (ASICs). The processing may be implemented in a distributed manner in which

different parts of the computation specified by the software are performed by different

computing elements. Each such computer program is preferably stored on or

downloaded to a computer-readable storage medium (e.g., solid state memory or media,

or magnetic or optical media) of a storage device accessible by a general or special

purpose programmable computer, for configuring and operating the computer when the

storage device medium is read by the computer to perform the processing described

herein. The inventive system may also be considered to be implemented as a tangible,

non-transitory medium, configured with a computer program, where the medium so

configured causes a computer to operate in a specific and predefined manner to perform

one or more of the processing steps described herein.

A number of embodiments of the invention have been described. Nevertheless, is

to be understood that the foregoing description is intended to illustrate and not to limit the

scope of the invention, which is defined by the scope of the following claims.

Accordingly, other embodiments are also within the scope of the following claims. For



example, various modifications may be made without departing from the scope of the

invention. Additionally, some of the steps described above may be order independent,

and thus can be performed in an order different from that described.



What is claimed is:

1. A method for managing, through a view of an interface provided on a display,

interactions with data stored in a data storage system, the method including:

receiving information specifying multiple data elements and multiple groupings

of related data elements, wherein at least one of the data elements is a

member of multiple of the groupings;

rendering a view that includes tokens representing respective data elements, at

least some tokens including a selectable indicator including portions that

indicate membership of the data element represented by that token in each

of multiple groupings of related data elements;

receiving a first selection of a portion of one of the selectable indicators

corresponding to a first selected grouping of related data elements; and

in response to the first selection, rendering in the view tokens representing one or

more other members of the first selected grouping of related data

elements.

2 . The method of claim 1, further including:

receiving a second selection of a portion of one of the selectable indicators

corresponding to a second selected grouping of related data elements; and

in response to the second selection, rendering in the view tokens representing one

or more other members of the second selected grouping of related data

elements.

3 . The method of claim 2, further including, in response to the second selection,

increasing a visual prominence of the second selected grouping relative to the first

selected grouping.



4 . The method of claim 3, wherein increasing a visual prominence of the second

selected grouping relative to the first selected grouping includes rotating the first selected

grouping on the display such that the second selected grouping can be shown in a specific

orientation on the display.

5 . The method of claim 4, wherein the selected groupings are rendered as a chain

of tokens, the method including rotating the rendered chains corresponding to the first

selected grouping and the second selected grouping on the display such that the chain

corresponding to the second grouping is shown in a specific orientation on the display,

whereby the most recently selected grouping is shown in the specific orientation on the

display.

6 . The method of claim 4 or 5, wherein in response to a further selection of a

section of the first or second selected grouping the method further includes collapsing the

grouping so that the tokens for the other members of the grouping are no longer

displayed.

7 . The method of any of claims 4 to 6, further comprising receiving a user

selection of a token and automatically reorienting the first and second groupings to

display them relative to the selected token.

8. The method of any of claims 4 to 7, wherein the specific orientation is

vertical.



9 . The method of claim 2, further including arranging tokens representing data

elements of the first selected grouping to be shown in a specific orientation on the

display, arranging tokens representing data elements of the second selected grouping to

be shown in the same specific orientation on the display, connecting tokens of the first

selected grouping with a first line, and connecting tokens of the second selected grouping

with a second line, with the first and second lines crossing through a token representing a

data element in both the first and second selected groupings.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the specific orientation is vertical.

11. The method of any preceding claim, wherein at least one of the groupings of

related data elements is a hierarchical grouping of elements that are related according to a

hierarchy.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein different portions of the selectable indicator

that indicate membership in different groupings correspond to different data elements that

have a parent relationship to the data element represented by that token.

13. The method of any preceding claim, further including, in response to

receiving input through the interface, changing one or more members of the first selected

grouping of related data elements.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein changing one or more members includes

one or more of: adding a data element to the first selected grouping, removing a data

element from the first selected grouping, or moving or copying one or more data

elements between the first selected grouping and another grouping of related data

elements.



15. The method of any preceding claim, wherein the selectable indicator of each

token includes a sectioned shape, with different sections indicating membership of the

data element represented by that token in different groupings of related data elements.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the sectioned shape is a sectioned ring.

17. The method of claim 15 or 16, wherein the other members of the first selected

grouping rendered in the view extend along a line aligned with sections of the shape

indicating the first selected grouping.

18. The method of claim 15, 16 or 17, wherein the shape is dynamically divided

into a number of sections that indicate the number of groupings of which the data element

is a member.

19. The method of any of claims 15 to 18, wherein opposite sections of the

sectioned shape indicate the same grouping of related data elements.

20. The method of any of claims 15 to 19, wherein one or more sections rendered

differently than each of the other sections indicate a grouping of which the data element

is a parent data element.

21. Software stored on a computer-readable medium, for managing, through an

interface provided on a display, interactions with data stored in a data storage system, the

software including instructions for causing a computing system to:

receive information specifying multiple data elements and multiple groupings of

related data elements, wherein at least one of the data elements is a

member of multiple of the groupings;



render a view that includes tokens representing respective data elements, at least

some tokens including a selectable indicator including portions that

indicate membership of the data element represented by that token in each

of multiple groupings of related data elements;

receive a first selection of a portion of one of the selectable indicators

corresponding to a first selected grouping of related data elements; and

in response to the first selection, render in the view tokens representing one or

more other members of the first selected grouping of related data

elements.

22. A computing system for managing interactions with data, through an interface

provided on a display, the computing system including:

a data storage system storing data; and

at least one processor configured to manage interactions with data stored in the

data storage system, the processing including:

receiving information specifying multiple data elements and multiple

groupings of related data elements, wherein at least one of the data

elements is a member of multiple of the groupings;

rendering a view that includes tokens representing respective data

elements, at least some tokens including a selectable indicator

including portions that indicate membership of the data element

represented by that token in each of multiple groupings of related

data elements;

receiving a first selection of a portion of one of the selectable indicators

corresponding to a first selected grouping of related data elements;

and

in response to the first selection, rendering in the view tokens representing

one or more other members of the first selected grouping of related

data elements.



23. A computing system for managing interactions with data, through an interface

provided on a display, the computing system including:

means for storing data; and

means for manage interactions with data stored in the data storage system, the

managing including:

receiving information specifying multiple data elements and multiple

groupings of related data elements, wherein at least one of the data

elements is a member of multiple of the groupings;

rendering a view that includes tokens representing respective data

elements, at least some tokens including a selectable indicator

including portions that indicate membership of the data element

represented by that token in each of multiple groupings of related

data elements;

receiving a first selection of a portion of one of the selectable indicators

corresponding to a first selected grouping of related data elements;

and

in response to the first selection, rendering in the view tokens representing

one or more other members of the first selected grouping of related

data elements.
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